Story 24

My husband went to Parole & Probation for a check-in and also a scheduled polygraph test. He wanted
to go over his rights before beginning the test but the polygrapher Jim Sackett with metro started yelling
at him and telling him that he will do it his way. My husband felt threatened. The polygrapher is
supposed to make him feel comfortable and calm otherwise there is no way anyone would be able to
pass under those circumstances. At that point he was arrested for supposedly not complying and they
also took my phone, which I let him borrow in case of an emergency because he does not have the lock
code. He is only able to read and answer phone calls. His P.O. Nicole Rosales took my phone in a
search and seizure. The phone is under my name and they said it would only take a week to get back. It
has now been 2 weeks and they still haven't gotten to it. I still have to pay the bill for the phone even
though I have called my wireless carrier and notified them and it is costing me money for something I am
not able to use. I have spoken with a lawyer and they had said the P.O. couldn’t search MY phone
because I am not under any type of parole, probation or supervision. I had also called Nevada Alliance of
Polygraph Examiners and they told me that there have been many complaints against the polygrapher
Jim Sackett. Also, his P.O. Nicole Rosales should have intervened during the misunderstanding and
should have calmed everyone one down and tried to get the polygraph tests completed but she failed to
do so. Instead she arrested my husband and also seized my property.
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